ISLMA's IRC Fall 20
FAQs

Who?
Association of Illinois School Library Educators (AISLE)

What?
Teen Readers’ Choice Award

Why?
Designed to encourage high school students to read for personal satisfaction, become familiar with young adult authors, and a wide variety of genres.
FAQs

**Where?**
Use our easy [online form](#) to register

**When?**
Register *before January 15th* by paying the $10 fee

**How?**
Libraries provide access to 12 or more titles from the [Master List](#) of 20

Each student must read at least 4 titles to vote
How to build an awesome program...
...in 10 steps!

1. Start Early
2. Buy Multiples
3. Dedicate a Display
4. Plan an Event
5. Promote
6. Read
7. Recruit
8. Teach
9. Feed
10. Nominate
1 - A registered school or library nominates a title for consideration.
2 - A team of Illinois librarians rank it high enough for it to become a semi-finalist.
3 - A panel of adult and student readers from across the state fight for it to get a spot on the master list.
4 - High school students in Illinois choose to read it as one of their 4+ titles from the master list.
5 - Registered schools and libraries submit their votes - winner declared by highest number of votes.

Get involved today.
https://www.aisled.org/lincoln.htm
Join the team!
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